Districts and schools nationwide are turning to Apex Learning® AP Exam Review to help their students prepare for high-stakes Advanced Placement® (AP®) exams.

Content aligned to the College Board standards, combined with diagnostic tests, prescriptive study plans, and access to an AP-certified instructor, builds confidence and prepares students for success on AP exams.

**Individualized Preparation**

Apex Learning AP Exam Review** helps all students make the most effective use of their study time, giving them the skills and confidence to achieve higher scores on AP exams.

Diagnostic tests identify areas of weakness.

Formatted like the AP Exam and organized by topic, each diagnostic contains 10–35 multiple choice questions that test students’ abilities.

Prescriptive study plans link to targeted content.

Using the diagnostic results, AP Exam Review creates individualized study plans that link to specific reviews and practice questions for each AP topic.

Sample tests familiarize students with AP format.

Sample questions and answers from prior AP exams show students how to clearly demonstrate their knowledge by practicing on actual AP exam questions.

Certified AP teachers answer student questions.

Connect students with experienced AP teachers for extra help through online forums.

**Build Advanced Placement Success**

When used across a district or school, AP Exam Review can help improve the success of the entire AP program, one student at a time. According to a user survey, AP Exam Review increased student confidence on exam day and helped students achieve a higher score. As a result, 85% of students were satisfied with their Apex Learning AP Exam Review experience.